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Working from the premise that every natural and human-made space has an energy of its own that

can physically and emotionally affect anyone in that space, this introduction to ancient practices of

environmental shamanismâ€”or transformation ofÂ the energy of spacesâ€”explains in practical

terms how to liberate old, unproductive energy that may be stored in any space,Â making room for

new vibrationsÂ to circulate and increase inhabitants'Â well-being. Combining timeless traditions

with the author's vastÂ experienceÂ in energy transformation,Â this manualÂ offers step-by-step

guidance for recognizing andÂ manipulating the unseen forces that affect everyday life. Real-life

examples,Â guided exercises, annotated endnotes, and an extensive glossary to supplement case

studiesÂ making the book both informative and accessible for practical use.
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In "Clearing" Jim Ewing shares his insights and gives tools for tending to spaces (lands and

buildings) that need energetic clearing. He teaches readers how to return to their core, awaken their

intuition, and become efficient stewards of our energetically charged surroundings. Learn how to

recognize zones where stagnant and dead energies are blocking the natural flow of life. This book

teaches how to partner with the earth spirits by using healing intentions and powerful affirmation

statements. Jim Ewing is a respected teacher/shaman with exceptional heart and wisdom. His heart

beats in a rhythm that instinctively coincides with nature. Jim's teachings will help you find the

"Stillpoint" that resides within you.



I have known PathFinder for several years now, and have always found his words to be filled with

the knowledge and truth passed down from the Ancestors. The information and instruction that

PathFinder passes on to the reader can be utilized by all people wishing to surround themselves

with positive energy and create their own sacred spaces.Jon Whitebear

on space clearing, but have read several books downstream from this one on the subject. I believe

that Ewing gives a very straightforward prescription on this practice, and I intend to give it a go in my

house. I recommend the book particularly to those who may be leaning toward native american

traditions. That isn't my leaning, but I enjoyed the information anyway and I believe that Mr. Ewing is

very much in earnest.

I'm a beginner in learning of the Native American culture, traditions and practices. This is the

second book I've read by Jim Pathfinder which is guiding me to a new spiritual life. Jim Pathfinder

teaches in this book easy ways to do Smudging and what to use to do it with, and along with that he

explains how you can rattle, and even what you can make yourself to rattle with to help with clearing

negative energies out of you life. This book on CLEARING, is a very Spiritual instruction to help

Heal Mother Earth and Ourselves.

Pathfinder gives an excellent explanation of learning to see the reality that we are seldom aware of

in our hurry up world of science and "if I cant touch it and explain it it doesn't exist" In our society we

talk of sick building syndrome. Here is a spiritual way to clear our lands and buildings of the very

essence of that sickness. In doing so we can begin to heal ourselves and our earth.

This was a great beginning guide to help me work with the lands and buildings around where I live

to release stuck energies, which have become negative. The only bad energy is the energy that is

stuck. By helping to release this energy, balance flows in and things become renewed and pleasant

again.

I found this a good culmination of a lot of good practices I use myself and feel it would be great for

any beginning student or refresher for those in the shamanic practices.

This book is very easy to read and understand. I would recommend this to everyone wanting



information about clearing your home.
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